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Background: Some evidences show that immune infiltration is closely related to the clinical outcomes in cancers such as
colorectal cancer. However, previous studies have not explained the diversity of cell types that make up the immune response.
In particular, although some studies and reviews have shown that immunotherapy is important for cancer treatment, few
studies have elucidated the relationship between prostate cancer (PCa) phenotype and immune infiltration.
Objectives: In this study, we analyzed whether different types of tumor-infiltrating immune cells would affect the clinical
phenotypes and survival of PCa based on a deconvolution algorithm and annotated gene expression profiles.
Materials and Methods: The 22 subsets of immune cells inferred by CIBERSORT and the infiltration abundance of 6
immune cells calculated by TIMER were used to determine the associations between them and the PCa traits and survival
response. In addition, the survival tree models were constructed to classify PCa patients into four subtypes, and the traits and
prognosis were compared among these subtypes.
Results: As a result, we found that some PCa patients with high death risk lacking immune infiltration were related to the
poor prognosis. For the cell subsets studied and subtypes analysis, a low proportion of mast resting cells and T-cells follicular
helper exhibited the obvious association with poor outcome.
Conclusions: In summary, our study suggested the differences in the cellular composition of the immune infiltrate in PCa,
and these differences might be important determinants for PCa traits and prognosis.
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1. Background
Prostate cancer (PCa) is a common cancer threatening
men’s health and quality of life. Over the past decades,
the incidence of PCa has increased significantly(1).
PCa displays obvious clinical heterogeneity, which
makes PCa face great challenges in individualized
clinical decision-making. More and more evidences of
tumor cell genomic and biological changes show that
it is important to identify PCa subtypes with different
prognosis and therapeutic response for exploring
potential molecular variation and drug targets(2). As far
as we know, the malignant phenotypes of cancers are
not only determined by the intrinsic activity of tumor
cells, but also recruited and activated by immune cells
in tumor related microenvironment(3).

At present, the role of immune cells in some malignant
tumors and the concept of immunotherapy have been
widely studied. Immune responders and immune nonresponders consist of the immune cells (4). The degree
of infiltration of immune cells may contribute to the
stratification of patients. The infiltrated immune cells
may improve the prediction of clinical prognosis and
become the effective drug targets. For example, Li et
al. analyzed tumor-infiltrating immune cells using over
10,000 RNA-seq samples for 23 cancer types from
The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA). They calculated
and inferred that immune infiltrates are associated with
clinical features and cancer genetic changes of patients
(5). By performing a review, Vitkin et al. speculated
that the design of immunotherapy experiment of PCa
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should consider the cumulative influence of factors such
as immune status before treatment, PTEN expression,
and the influence of conventional therapy on anti-tumor
immune response(6). Similarly, Jansen et al. reviewed
the evidences of the composition of infiltrative immune
cells in tumor microenvironment. It is considered that
the composition and tissue structure of tumor immune
microenvironment is an important topic worthy of
discussion in PCa research and an important field
for future research(7). Solinas et al. also suggested
that a pre-existing immune infiltrate composition
and activity may help to identify ideal candidates for
immunotherapy, with the possible effects from early to
late clinical management of tumor disease by a review
of studies in the immune infiltrate in prostate, bladder
and testicular tumors.
Most of previous studies investigated CD3+, CD4+, or CD8+
cells in prostate cancer patients undergoing prostatectomy
or biopsy, and found that these cells are tumorigenic (8).
It is reported that the higher numbers of regulatory T-cells
(Treg) were associated with more advanced PCa stage (9).
Some literatures show that tumor associated macrophages
are related to the recurrence of PCa, and tumor-associated
macrophages infiltration in prostate biopsies is a predictor
of disease progression after PCa hormonal therapy (10).
In addition, Nonomura et al. determined tumor-associated
macrophage count is an significant prognostic factor of
clinical outcome in patients with PCa(11).
Interestingly, previous studies have shown that the response
of B cells to tissue damage or death after androgen depletion
promotes prostate recovery or abnormal proliferation(12).
We therefore consider it is necessary to investigate the
association between the immune infiltration and clinical
phenotypes and prognosis of PCa.
Recently, the systems biology tool CIBERSORT (3)
uses deconvolution of bulk gene expression data and
a complex algorithm to quantify various immune
cell types in heterogeneous samples(13). The relative
proportion of 22 distinct functional subsets of immune
cells was estimated by CIBERSORT. As another tool,
TIMER (Tumor Immune Estimation Resource) detects
immune cell infiltration in tumor tissue using RNA-Seq
expression profile data (5). The infiltration abundance
of six immune cells were detected and quantified in
TIMER. TIMER removes highly expressed genes
to eliminate bias effect and the co-linearity between
immune cells to ensure the accuracy of inference (14).
2. Objectives
In this study, CIBERSORT and TIMER were used to
quantitatively analyze the tumor-infiltrating immune
cells subsets in PCa and to explore the relationship
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between immune response and PCa phenotype and
survival. In particular, we applied immune cell
infiltration and PCa-related phenotypes (such as PSA
and gleason score) to construct the survival tree models
to classify PCa patients into four subtypes, and the
prognosis were compared among these subtypes. We
found that some PCa patients with high death risk
lacking immune infiltration were associated with the
poor prognosis. For the cell subsets observed and
subtypes analysis, a low proportion of mast resting
cells and T-cells follicular helper displayed the strong
association with poor outcome. This study may
help to reveal the potential relationship between the
intratumoral immune cells heterogeneity and disease
progression in PCa.
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Data Collection
The data of gene expression profiles and corresponding
clinical information from PCa patients were
downloaded from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA)
database
(https://cancergenome.nih.gov/).
Only
patients diagnosed with PCa and patients with clinical
and survival information available is included. For gene
expression data of the TCGA dataset, reads were aligned
to hg19 with Tophat2 (15), and FPKM (fragments per
kilobase of transcript per million fragments mapped)
values were generated and normalized. This process
covert the count data to values which are more similar
to microarray data and the microarray data format is
suitable to CIBERSORT. Finally, 519 tumor samples
were come into the analysis.
3.2. Calculation of Tumor Infiltration Abundance of
Immune Cells
The relative proportions of 22 types of infiltrating
immune cells were inferred using the CIBERSORT
based on the normalized gene expression data (3). The
22 cell types inferred by CIBERSORT include B cells, T
cells, natural killer cells, macrophages, dendritic cells,
and other types of immune cells. CIBERSORT uses a
set of reference gene expression values considered as
a minimal representation of each cell type, and based
on these values, support vector regression was used
to infer the proportion of cell types (3). Here, we used
LM22 gene file of CIBERSORT to analyze PCa data.
We used CIBERSORT to implement this analysis, and
the algorithm used the default signature matrix to run in
1000 permutations. In addition, TIMER (14) performed
the estimation of infiltration abundance of six immune
cells (B cells, CD4+ T cells, CD8+ T cells, Neutrphils,
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Macrophages and Dendritic cells) by constrained leastsquares method, and this method is validated using
pathological estimations. In this paper, CIBERSORT
and TIMER simultaneously were applied to quantify
the tumor-infiltrating immune cells subsets in PCa
patients.
3.3. Statistical Analysis
Median of the fraction based on CIBERSORT or
abundance based on TIMER of each cell type were
compared between PCa survival patients and PCa
death patients using the independent Manny-Whitney
test. The potential relationship between immune cell
infiltration and PCa related traits: prostate-specific
antigen (PSA) and gleason score was investigated by
Spearman correlation analysis. PSA level is suggested
to be related with a high incidence of prostate tumors.
The gleason score is directly related to clinical stage,
survival, progression of metastatic disease, tumor size,
margin status and pathologic stage. A high gleason
score indicates that the tumor is more likely to exhibit
aggressive behavior(16).
The associations between inferred proportions (or
abundances) of immune cell types based on CIBERSORT
and TIMER and survival were performed. CIBERSORT
proportions were divided into three levels (<33rd
percentile, >33rd percentile and <66rd percentile, >66rd
percentile) and these three levels for each of immune
cells are taken as univariate to perform Cox regression
analysis. The Hazard Ratios (HRs) and 95% confidence
intervals are depicted, and p<0.1 was considered as
significant. Also, the same analyses were implemented
for the immune cells abundance inferred by TIMER. The
relationship between immune cell infiltrate abundance
and overall survival were evaluated and compared by
Kaplan-Meier curves and log-rank test.
In addition, to investigate whether there are differences
in immune cell infiltration and PCa related traits among
different classes, which might be associated with different
PCa outcome, we conducted the survival decision tree
models to classify samples into difference classes and
performed the Kaplan-Meier curves to evaluate the
prognosis of these classes. The statistical analyses were
performed using R software (17). P<0.05 was statistically
significant, and statistical tests were all two-sided.
4. Results
4.1. Evaluation of Tumor-Infiltrating Immune Cells
Based on CIBERSORT and TIMER
Based on CIBERSORT algorithm, we identified the
difference of immune cells infiltration between PCa
Iran J Biotech. October 2020;18(4): e2538

survival patients and PCa death patients in 22 types of
immune cells.
In Figure 1, it is seen that the infiltration proportion of
some immune cells are different between PCa survival
patients and PCa death patients. PCa survival patients
have a lower proportion of CD8+ T cells (P=0.007) and
a higher proportion of Mast cells resting (P=0.018).
These results indicated that PCa patients have aberrant
immune infiltration and the potential heterogeneity.
However, using TIMER tool, there was no significant
difference between PCa death patients and PCa survival
patients in infiltration abundance of six immune
cells including B cells, CD4+ T cells, CD8+ T cells,
Neutrphils, Macrophages and Dendritic cells.
4.2. The Correlation between Clinical Traits and
Immune Cell Infiltration
We performed the Spearman correlation analysis (18) to
investigate the potential relationship between immune
cell infiltration and PCa-related traits: PSA and gleason
score. The results showed that PSA is associated
with Neutrophil, Plasma cells and Macrophages M1.
Meanwhile, Macrophages M1 and Neutrophil display
high infiltration in PCa patients with higher PSA
(Fig. 2A, C) whereas the infiltration in Plasma cells is
reduced as the PSA increased (Fig. 2B). Gleason score
is associated with Macrophage, Plasma cells, T cells
regulatory Tregs, Macrophages M1, Macrophages M2
and Mast cells resting. Meanwhile, Macrophages M1,
Macrophages M2 and T cells regulatory Tregs display
high infiltration in PCa patients with high gleason score
(Fig. 2D, F, G and H) whereas the infiltration in Plasma
cells and Mast cells resting are reduced as the gleason
score increased (Fig. 2E, I).
4.3. The Association between PCa Prognostic and
Tumor-Infiltrating Immune Cells
In order to further investigate whether there was
significant correlation between immune subpopulation
and PCa-related prognosis, we divided CIBERSORT
immune infiltration proportions or TIMER immune
infiltration abundances into three levels (<33rd
percentile, >33rd percentile and <66rd percentile,
>66rd percentile) and each of these three immune
infiltration levels are taken as univariate to perform
Cox regression analysis. For CIBERSORT immune
infiltration proportions, the results showed that Mast
cells resting, Dendritic cells activated and CD8+ T cells
are significant (Fig. 3A). Mast cells resting (HR=0.299,
95% CI: 0.077-1.156) was associated with improved
outcome, whereas Dendritic cells activated (HR=4.197,
95% CI: 0.768-22.928) and CD8+ T cells (HR=3.202,
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Figure 1. The comparison of CIBERSORT immune cells infiltration fractions between PCa survival patients and PCa death patients.
(A) The distribution of 22 types of infiltrating immune cells based on the CIBERSORT for PCa survival patients and PCa death patients,
respectively. (B) The comparison of CD8+ T cells infiltration fractions between PCa survival patients and PCa death patients. (C) The
comparison of Mast cells resting infiltration fractions between PCa survival patients and PCa death patients.

Figure 2. The correlation between PCa clinical traits and immune cell infiltration. (A) Neurophil (TIMER) and PSA; (B) Plasma cells
(CIBERSORT) and PSA; (C) Macrophages M1 (CIBERSORT) and PSA; (D) Macrophages (TIMER) and gleason score; (E) Plasma cells
(CIBERSORT) and gleason score; (F) T cells regulatory Tregs (CIBERSORT) and gleason score; (G) Macrophages M1 (CIBERSORT) and
gleason score; (H) Macrophages M2 (CIBERSORT) and gleason score; (I) Mast cells resting (CIBERSORT) and gleason score.
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Figure 3. PCa Prognostic associations with tumor-infiltrating immune cells. (A) Hazard Ratio and 95% confidence intervals (horizontal
lines). Number marked in red showing a P-value <0.1. (B) Kaplan-Meier curve of overall survival for Mast cells resting. (C) Kaplan-Meier
curve of overall survival for Dendritic cells activated. (D) Kaplan-Meier curve of overall survival for CD8+ T cells. For (B), (C) and (D),
the P-values are based on log- rank tests. Median is distinguishing from low and high of CIBERSORT immune infiltration proportions.

95% CI: 0.974-14.673) were associated with poor
outcome. Furthermore, for these three types of tumorinfiltrated immune cells, the median level is used to
distinguish from low and high, and the Kaplan-Meier
curve and log-rank tests showed that high-infiltrating
Mast cells resting and low-infiltrating CD8+ T cells
had a better prognosis (Fig. 3B and D). However, no
significant results were found for the immune infiltration
abundances predicted by TIMER.
4.4. PCa Prognosis Related Distinct Classes Based on
Survival Decision Tree Model
In particular, to investigate whether distinct classes
of immune cell infiltration and PCa-related traits are
Iran J Biotech. October 2020;18(4): e2538

associated with different PCa outcome, we conducted
the survival decision tree models to classify samples
and performed the Kaplan-Meier curves to evaluate the
prognosis of these distinct classes. We used the immune
infiltration fractions obtained by CIBERSORT and
immune infiltration abundance obtained by TIMER to
construct two survival decision trees respectively, and
these tree models include age, PSA and gleason scores.
The constructed tree based on CIBERFORT immune
infiltration fractions revealed the identified four
clusters, and the major split variable are Mast cells
resting and T-cells follicular helper (Fig. 4A). It is seen
that the lower Mast cells resting and T-cells follicular
helper infiltration can cause the poor prognosis. The
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Figure 4. The distinct classes by combining immune cells infiltration and PCa-related traits. (A) The survival tree model based on
CIBERSORT immune infiltration fractions. Each termination node in the tree represents the distinct class. (B) Stacked bar charts of immune
cell proportions across samples is ordered according to cluster assignment. (C) Gleason score comparison for four distinct classes. (D)
Kaplan-Meier survival analysis of patients among different clusters. P-values are based on log-rank tests.
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Figure 5. The distinct classes by combining immune cells infiltration and PCa-related traits. (A) The survival tree model based on TIMER
immune infiltration abundances. Each termination node in the tree represents the distinct class. (B) The immune infiltration abundance
comparison for four distinct classes. (C) Gleason score and PSA comparison for four distinct classes. (D) Kaplan-Meier survival analysis of
patients among different clusters. P-values are based on from log-rank tests.

immune cells proportions of each cluster were shown
in Figure 4B. Meanwhile, among these four clusters,
B-cells naive (P<0.001), B-cells memory (P=0.001),
Plasma cells (P<0.001), CD8+ T cells (P<0.001), CD4+
T cells memory activated (P=0.009), T-cells follicular
helper (P<0.001), T-cells regulatory Tregs (P=0.018),
NK cells resting (P<0.001), NK cells activated
(P<0.001), Monocytes (P<0.001), Macrophages M1
(P<0.001), Mast cells resting (P<0.001) and Mast cells
activated (P=0.002) are all significant. We found there
were significant differences in gleason score among
four clusters (P=0.042) (Fig. 4C). However, there was
no significant difference in PSA (P=0.775). Moreover,
we found that clusters were related to distinct patterns
of survival. For instance, the cluster 4, defined by low
levels of Mast cells resting and T-cells follicular helper,
were associated with poor outcome compared with
cluster 1, cluster 2 and cluster 3 (P<0.001) (Fig. 4D).
Iran J Biotech. October 2020;18(4): e2538

The constructed tree based on TIMER immune
infiltration abundance revealed the identified four
clusters, and the major split variable is PSA, age and
CD4+ T cells (Fig. 5A). We can see that the higher
CD4+ T cells infiltration can cause the poor prognosis
for those patients with age ≥ 64. We found that there
were significant difference among four clusters in
B-cells, CD4+ T cells, Neutrophil and Dendritic cell
(DC) (P<0.01) (Fig. 5B). Also, there were significant
differences among these four clusters in gleason score
(P<0.001) and PSA (P<0.001), and the gleason score
and PSA are special high levels in cluster 4 (Fig. 5C).
Furthermore, we found that the clusters were related to
distinct patterns of survival. We can see that the cluster
4, defined by high levels of PSA, were associated
with poor outcome (Fig. 5D). In addition, the overall
survival of cluster 1 and cluster 2 have better prognosis
(compared with cluster 3 and cluster 4, P<0.05).
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5. Discussion
In this study, CIBERSORT and TIMER were used to
quantitatively detect tumor infiltrating immune cells
and to explore the relationship between PCa phenotype
and immune response and survival. We found that PCa
survival patients have a low proportion of CD8+ T cells.
By constructing decision tree model based on TIMER
tool, among those older patients (age ≥ 64) with lower
PSA, a slightly lower proportion of CD4+ T cells have a
better prognosis. However, by constructing survival tree
model based on CIBERSORT, we found that the higher
infiltration levels of T-cells follicular helper can obtain
the better prognosis obviously. In practice, some studies
have found that the higher infiltration of CD4+ and CD8+
T cells is independently related to the improvement of
survival after radical prostatectomy(19). Xiang et al.
indicated that CD4+ T cells infiltration can promote
chemotherapy resistance of PCa by regulating CCL5
/ STAT3 signaling pathway(20). A new study reported
that CXCL 13-producing follicular helper CD4+ T cells
infiltrating human breast cancer marks an organized
immune response and predicts a good clinical outcome.
This finding suggested follicular helper CD4+ T cells in
cancer are an important immune factor in tumors, and
their presence in tumor is a prognostic factor(21, 22).
However, some other studies have not found that high
levels of T cells infiltration contribute to the survival. For
example, the spontaneous transgenic adenocarcinoma
of the mouse prostate (TRAMP) model found that the
transfer of naturally produced clonal amplification of
PCa histone H4-specific population of CD8+ T cells
to prostate tissue could reduce the tumor burden, but
could not improve the survival rate(23). Consider PCa
has a relatively long expected survival, Ness et al. used
Biochemical failure (BF) as endpoint to perform the
survival analysis, and they found high T lymphocytes
density in primary PCa tumors is associated with a
short BF-free survival(24). Furthermore, our study
found that T cells regulatory Tregs is positive correlated
with gleason score. This means that high level of
Tregs is associated with aggressive behavior and poor
prognosis. This result is consistent with some previous
studies. For example, high levels of Tregs in the tumor
microenvironment have been reported to be associated
with poor prognosis in many cancers(4, 25). Many
studies have provided the evidences that mast cells
can prevent tumor growth (26), and found the negative
regulation of mast cells on angiogenesis and tumor
growth in patients with PCa (27). Our study found that
the number of mast resting cells in PCa death patients
was lower than that in PCa survival patients (Fig. 1C),
which is consistent with previously reports. In addition,
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we found that the prognosis of mast cells at lower levels
was poor in PCa patients, which is also validated by
our constructed survival tree model. Similarly, the
correlation analysis also showed that the immune
infiltration levels of mast resting cells are negatively
correlated with gleason scores, this means that a lower
mast cell infiltration is associated with a higher gleason
score, indicating that the tumor is more likely to exhibit
aggressive behavior.
Interestingly, we found that Macrophages are positively
correlated with PSA and gleason score. It is known that
Macrophages play an important role in tumor growth and
metastasis (28). Although many studies have detected
the macrophage related markers in PCa samples, the
results still remain controversial. For example, Hu et
al. found tumor associated macrophages infiltration
in prostate tumor in patients with metastasis is higher
than that in patients without metastasis (29). Zhang et
al. reported Macrophages M1 with high infiltration of
PCa patients had a better prognosis(4). By applying a
meta-analysis, Cao et al. suggested that the high density
of tumor associated macrophages (TAMs) is related to
the lower overall survival, but not to the biochemical
recurrence or recurrence-free survival in PCa(30).
In addition, although Kaplan-Meier curve and log-rank
test did not show that high infiltrated and low infiltrated
DC had different prognosis, Dendritic cells activation
is associated with poor prognosis based on the Cox
regression analysis. In tumor environment, DC enters
tumor tissue through blood circulation and interacts
with tumor cells. Youlin et al. investigated whether
Prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) can inhibit PCa progression
in mice by antagonizing impairment of DC migration
induced by tumor microenvironment, and they found
that in RM-1-bearing mouse model, PGE2 treatment
inhibited tumor growth and induced more tumorinfiltrating T cells and CD11c Dendritic cells at tumor
sites(31).
Specially, by applied TIMER tool, we performed a
“Somatic Copy Number Alteration (SCNA)” analysis
for the identified PCa-survival related genes in our
previous study(2). “SCNA” module provides a
comparison of tumor infiltration levels with changes in
different somatic copy numbers for a given gene. The
infiltration level of each SCNA category is compared
with the normal subjects using two-sided Wilcoxon
rank sum test (32). We found that CD8+ T cells of
ARR3, KCNE1, PRKCA and SRC have significant
differences (P<0.05) in PCa patients and normal
subjects. The significant differences were seen from
Macrophage of ARR3, PRKCA and SRC (P<0.05);
Neutrophil of ARR3, MAPK15, RCOR2 and SRC
Iran J Biotech. October 2020;18(4): e2538
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Figure 6. SCNA analysis for the identified PCa-survival related genes. Box plots show the distributions of each immune subset at each copy
number status in given genes. The infiltration level of immune cells for each SCNA category is compared between PCa patients and the
normal using two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test. .P<0.1,*P<0.05, **P<0.01,***P<0.001.

(P<0.05); Dendritic cell of ARR3, PRKCA, RCOR2
and SRC (P<0.05) (Fig. 6). These findings suggested
that the genes identified in our previous study exhibit
different somatic copy number alterations in tumorinfiltrating immune cells.
Although our study provides some insights to understand
the complex relationship between intratumoral immune
cell heterogeneity and disease progression in PCa,
Iran J Biotech. October 2020;18(4): e2538

the limitations should be pointed out. On one hand,
although we selected two tools (CIBERSORT and
TIMER) to obtain the infiltration levels of immune
cells, these levels can only be obtained by algorithms,
but not by experiments; therefore, in the future study,
we will carry out the immunohistochemistry detection
with experiments to validate these results. On the other
hand, we only selected the limited datasets of PCa, and
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the sample size of death patients are too small, thus
more available datasets will be used in future studies
to address this issue. In addition, it is important to
understand the relationships between tumor immune
infiltration and RNA molecular regulation mechanism
in the pathogenesis of PCa. For example, the hypothesis
of endogenous competitive RNA provides a new way
to study immune heterogeneity. Therefore, in future
studies, we will integrate more molecular biomarkers,
such as microRNA (miRNA) and long non-coding
RNA (lncRNA) (33), to explore potential relationship
between immune infiltration and PCa prognosis, and
try to find out whether immune infiltration affects the
survival of PCa patients.
6. Conclusion
In conclusion, our study found that PCa patients have
different cellular composition of the immune infiltrate,
and these differences might be important determinants
of both traits and prognosis of PCa patients.
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